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Vortragsauszüge

Allgemeine Maßtheorie

J.R. CHOKSI: Set and pbint transformations of measure spaces

li'or an arbitrary ()-fini te Baire measure r on an arbi trary'.locally
compact, ~-compact homogeneaus spacs M, under the action of a
locally compact, o-compact group G, it is shown (jointly with
H.R. Simha), that every automorphism of the measure algebra cf ~
can be induced by an invertible, completion Baire measurable point
transformation cf M. If Mis itself of the form GIl and r is taken
to be the essential Baire measure, then the result holds without
any -assumptions of 5-compactness. This generalizes results of the
author (eompact groups and products of Polish spaces), Maharam
(direct product measure on a product of Polish spaces) and the
classical result of von Neumann (Polish spaces). The correspon
ding results for Borel measures are known to be in general false.

D. FREMLIN: Pointwise compact sets cf measurable functions

Let (X, r,~) be a probability space, M(X) the space cf real
valued measurable functions on X. On M(X) let ~ be the topology
of pointwise convergence, and ~m the (non-Hausdorff) topology
of convereence in measure.
Theorem 1: If (X, ~ ,r) is -perfect and A 6: M(X) is ~,.-compact,

then it is ~~-compact.

Corollary: If r.., separates the points of A, then .Z'.... and_~p agree on A.

Theorem 2: If Xo' ••• '~ are Radon .measure spaces and X =X~··· l& X""

is given the pr~duct Radon measure, then any separa
tely continuous function f: X~R is jointly measurable.
Problems: 1. Without assuming the existence of a real-valued
measurable cardinal, find a probabili ty space X and A =- M(X) ~ro

compact but not~M-compact. 2. Using .special axioms if co~venient,

find a probabil~ ty space X and a ~,o -compact A ~M(X), which is

separated by ~~, but not ~~-compact.

D. KAHNERT Haar-Maß und Hausdorf~-Maß

Ist G eine separable, lokalkompakte Gruppe von-endlicher topolo
giseher Dimension und U eine kompakte Umgebung der Null, dann
gibt es eine linksinvariante Metrik d auf G, die die Gruppen
topologie erzeugt, wld eine Hausdorff-Funktion h, sodaß das Haus
dor.ff-}\~aß ~ bezüglich (G,d) ein Haar-Maß auf G ist und
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lim sup log Nq (U)/log(1/q) dirn G gilt.
q -)0

Dabei ist Nq(U) = min '[keN,es ex.(X.\· ~ X. U;d(Xl.")~qt für q")o.
. ' J.t I. ~ J. J

Lediglich für spezielle metrisierbare, lokalkempakte Gruppen
unendlicher Dimension wird gezeigt, daß jedes Haar-Maß ein
Hausdor~f-Maß ist.

K. MUSI~: Inheritness of compactness and perfectness of

measures by thi~k subsets

.Let (X, /:, 'f) be a compact measure spa~e and Z =X be a thick sub
set. (We assume ~(X)=1 and ~ to be generated by ~1sets) Then the 4It
restrietion of p to Z i8 a compact measure iff there exists a net
(6 " cf eoutably generated sub-d-algebras of " and a net . (N~)~"u.)

~~~ L . 1

of ll-null sets with the following properties: rD.!: ~...~ •.. ; i-::. ~ /:'" "
Ci- ,..~"" •

No=N1 • • .; for every 11mt X: N" = UN...., s,Ä -= ~ (U .ß ~ )~ A" Z *" fI
~~~v ~LA •

~or every ')t..-atom A=X'N~.

Using this theorem it 1s easy to eonstrUct examples of per~ect

but non-compact measures. Question: If (X,OC,r) is a compact
measure space and ~ is a sub-6'-algebra of oe. is fl-ß. compact ?

T.P. SRINIVASAN: Remark on the Fubini theorem

The following question was studied: Consider a elass of functions
for which the Fubini theorem holds. Under which. conditions does
it hold for the elass of fUnctions which are integrable after
Daniell extension?

A.H. STONE Topolo5Y and measure theory

If f and g are measurable maps from a measure ~pace (X'~,r)

to a normed linear space Y, need f+g be measurable? The answer 4It
"ye8 ft follows if f is complete and there are no cardinals of
measure zero, and "yes ll ~ollows without settheoretic assumptions
if X is an absolutely analytic space and~ it's Borel field.
A second question: if B i8 a Go-subset cf PaP (p .the irrationals)
meeting each vertical in an uncountable dense subset, and T 1s
a Borel isomorphism of P onte P, it can be shown, that there
exists an absolutely measurable T* of B onto B, ~uch that
To1T = 'V 0 T- 0. (lT projection) But i t would be desirable to be able

to drop "denseIl and especially to replace "GJ"u by "Borel" (which
would answer a questioöof J. Choksi). Finally if X is a compact
metric space with a regular nen-atomic Borel' measure ~ and
~(X)< 1, does there exist a measure preserving homeomorphism
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of X into the Hilbert cube ( with product Lebesgue measure)?
The answer is t1 yes ll at least in same low dimensional cases. In
this connection a measure preserving form of Urysohn' s lemma
is valid.

Endlich additive Maße

Some results and problems with relations
to a problem by D. Maharame Let (X. 00 be a set wi th a Boolean algebra Ot. o!' subsets • cf: oe. '""1 il..

is a submeasure if (1) <f(~) = 0, A: B"OIo""l <e(A) ~et<B) (2)cf (AvB) ~

~(A) +~(B) • ~ is pathological, if it does not dominate a non
negative finitely additive measure. D. MAHARAM's problem (essenti
ally): Can f be pathological if ~ is sequentially point con~inu

Qus? Same results and pro~lems related to this question were
discuss"ed.

Let ~ be any proper, Lebesgue measurable disintegration ~or the
usual Jordan measure ~ on the unit circle Z with respect to the
Borel partition1rconaisting of all cosets of the subgroup Q of
Z, consisting of all Z~Z having finite period. Then fo; ~-almost
all he~, the probability measure ~(h) on'h, being invariant
under the action of Q on h, is necessarily purely finitely addi
tive •

Let f be a finitely additive probability measure onlPO~, the
power set of the positive integers. Denote the ideal of ~-null

sets byit~. The principal topics are: (1) the range cf ~
(2) the structure of the quotient algebraf~=lP~~3) the re
lations between rand r t

, where~' is equivalent to Jr in the
sense that 'U'f4::' ~d"" (4) the existence of liftings of Ctr
(5) applications to the topology of ~/N and to the structure of
tO,1}W as a compact topological group.

•

L.E. DUBINS

D. MAHARAM

Countably additive measures generate finitely
additive anes

Finitely additive measures on the integers
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Liftings

w. STRAUSS Beschränkte lineare Liftings

~ienn (T,.,r) ein Maßraum ist, so wird un~er einem beschränkten
linearen Liftingvont.,tP =cl(T,..,p) eine beschränkte lineare Ab
bildung l:!eo-)~ooverstandenmit den ~igen5chaften: f=lef)~

fast üb.erall, l(f) = leg) für fr-fast gleiche .f, g. Es gilt
Satz: 1) wenn für.i. ea ein beschränktes lineares Lifting existiert

mit Norm QIU <. 2, so .ist (T,,,.,~) zerlegbar.
2) Es ex. ein unzerlegbarer Maßraum, so daß der zugehörige ~

.{Ooein. beschränktes lineares Lifting 1 der Norm BIll 2 •

. besitzt.

T. TRAYNOR: An elementary proof of the lifting theorem

•H. VON WEIZSÄCKER : ;Some negative results in the theory cf lifting .

The lifting theorem for a complete totally ftnite measure'space
is proved in a~ elementary way. The essence of the proof is the
following replacement for the IONESCU-TULCEA martingale argument.
Let <X.4~oc.2~···be a sequence of 6'-fields of measurable sets con
taining the null-sets, each endowed with a lifting lk (density .

would be enough [remark of s. G~) such that lk+1 extends lk.

Let d(A,k,r) be the largest E~lk(~~) such that ~(~F)~rr(F) for
all FE:~v ,F~ E. Then: dCA) = 0., \ ) n d(A,k,r) defines a density

~ ~ " ~w\("11""

- on the 6'-field generated by U OC.., which extends each lk. The re-
""f:IrJ

mainder of the proo1 is like that 01 the IONESCU-TULCEA's.(Por
details..see Pacific J. Nath. 53(1974)) S. GRAF (Schnitte Boole
scher Korrespondenzen und ihre Dualisierung, Dissertation, Er
langen, 1973) has essentially the same proof, but defines d(A,k~r)'

in terms of Radon-NikodYm-derivatives.

It is shown that two classical theorems in the theory of lifting
are sharp in a certain sense: (1) An exampl~ of an ideal in a
Boolean algebra iso given showing that the comp1eteness assumption
in a theorem of von Neumann - Stone on the construction of a
lifting from a lower density can not be weakened in general. The
construction illustrates the fact that the metrizability as
sumptions in E. MICHAEL's selection theorems are essential.
(2) LetJl be a locally compact group with Haar measure ~. Then
there is a lifting commuting with all 1eft translations inJt •
( A. and C. IONESCU-TULCEA ) 0e proof that such a lifting can not
commute with any other continuous bijection onJL, which transforms
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~-nullsets into ~-nullsets whenever~ is conneeted and ~ is
6'-finite. The proof is basen on a lemma on automorphisms of
complete Boolean algebras.

Differentiation von Maßen

S.D. CHATTERJI: Differentiation of measures

Let « ... '= "''rtf be a sequence of algebras on aspace.Q; let (;) be a
fini tely addi tive real set-function of bounded variation on Otoo== ld Ot.,

and let ~'be a fixed positive, finite, ~-additive"measure defined
on air-algebra "l. ~ Ot. CIIO • Under these conditions i t is known (see
CHATTERJI, Manuscripta fvlath.,4(1973)) that lim DiT... S = ne a.e.Cf)
where \T", S = restrietion of e to a... and D1i"""G is the Radon-NikodY'm
derivative w.r.t. p of the absolutely continuous part of~9cal

culated w.r.t. <X,,(the same far De on O(e-).This theorem contains
the classical martingale theorem as weIl as the Lebesgue differen
tiation theorem in ~~. Various generalizations of this to.the ease
of general 9.., replacing~",e and taking values in .a Banach s~ace _
X satisfying Radon-NikodYm theorem are.given where the basie-mea
sure f need not be finite or is only finitely additive. Relation
ships with the classical Vitali-Besikovitch-theorems are mentioned.

M. DE GUZMAN Differentiation of integrals in ~~

F. IDPSOE :

"The problems treated in this communication referred to the loeal
theory of differentiation, i. e. to the extensions of the clas
sieal theorem of Lebesgue on differentiation. The development· of
the theory has lead to intersting connections with covering lem
mas ef different types and with weak-type properties for the Hardy
Littlewood maximal operator and their generalizations. Several
recent results concerning these relationships were discussed and
some open problems in the field were stated. (Reference:M. DE .

GUZMAN, Differen~iation of integrals in ~~ ,Lecture Notes Uni
versidad eomplutense de Madrid, 1974)

Packings and coverings with balls in Euelidean
s.pace

The following theorem was proved and discussed:
Theorem: Let X =lt1 wi th some norm. Let As:- X, and S be a class

of c"losed 'balls such tha t ':J 1 'V 1- JI x - y'U ~ r~} r ~ ~
Let ~ be any Radon m"easure on X "'e:~ 0 iaoc,~" & 10 ~C'l.'1JeS
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(1) There exists (Bn)n disjoint in! , such that ;(A\~Bn)=O

(ii) To l.., 0 there exists (Bn)n in j , such that VBn 2 A

and ~ f(Bn ) J: ;(A) +!- ""

Both in (i) and (ii) the sets Bn can be chosen inside any pre
seribed open set containing A.

Radon-NikodYm'scher Satz für vektorwertige Maße

G.Y.H. CHI: On Radon~Nikodtm theorem rar a class of 10ea11y

convex spaces 4It
A locally convex space (l.e.s.) E has property (BM) iff for all
bo~ded subsets B of the space INtE} of absolutely summably se
quences in E there exists an absolutely convex bounded closed
metrizable M~E such that ~PM(Xi)~1 for all (xi)iEB· (~ de-:-
notes the Minkowski-functional cf M). The fol1owing analogue of
RIEFFEL's Radon-Nikodtm theorem ~an be esta~lished:

Theorem: Let E be a quasicomplete l~c.s. with property (BM) and
let (J'2,l'f) be a complete probability space. Let m:Z-) E

be a (countably additive) vector measure. Then m has a strongly
(Pettis) integrable derivative w.r.t. p iff: (i) m i5 absolutely
cORtinuous w.r.t. p (ii) m has bounded variation (iii) m has
locally relatively compact average range.
Examples of l.c.s.having property (BM) are: Frechet spaces, (LF)
spaces, Mantel (DF)-spaces, strong duals of metrizable Montel
spaces, strang duals of metrizable Schwartz-spaces, precompact
duals of separable metrizable spaces.

J. DIESTEL: The Radon-Nikodym theorem and spaces cf operators

The relationshipsof the RNP with the coincidence cf integral and

nuc1ear operators were discussed; in particular it is noted that
if X~ has RNP and the approximation property then X· has the met
ric approximation property. The classical Dixmier-v. Neumann
-Schatten duality theory, i. e. K(X) (the compact operators) has
N(~) (nuc1ear operators) as a dual and N(X~) has L(X?·) (linear
operators) as a dual, is generalized by the corollary fact that
if X ~ has RNP and the approximation property, then this duali ty
is valid too. The problem of whieh spaces cf ope~ators have RNP
was then discu5sed noting that X~ has RNP and the approximation
property implies N(X·) has RNP and there is a Ugood U sufficient
condition that L(X,Y) has RNP.
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Geometrie charactel'izations cf the Radon-Nikodym
property

A Banach space is said to have the Radon-Nikodym property (RNP)
provided every absolutely continuous X-valued measure of boun
ded variation on (0,1] has a Bochner-integrable Radon-Nikodym
derivative. The talk was concerned with recently obtained inter
nal, geometrie characterizations of the RNP in terms of the
existence cf extreme points, exposed points, and supporting
hyperplanes for closed bounded sets in X. (The results discussed
are due to several people; particularly"tc R.R. PHELPS, and to
P.D. MORRIS and the speaker jointly )

z. LIPECKI and K. MUSIA~

(communicated by .

Z. Musiaa:)

On the Radon-NikodYm derivative

cf a measure taking values in a
Banach space with basis

J. BLIEDTNER

Let (Jl,1,~) be a positive finite measure space and let X be a
Banach space with basiSlxn' and the associated coefficient

functionals tx~} •
Theorem: Let lfnl5:L1(~) and a measure ,,:~-'X be such that

V E~2 \/nf: lII : x~ "(E) = JE f n ~. Then the following
are equivalent: (i) ~ has a pettis-~-integrable RN-derivative

(ii) ~ ~ .. <.. ))(,. converges strongly f-almost everywhere
(iii) f ~,.(: )X; converges weakly in ~

Either of them implies that: l>(E) = (P)-JE ~ fn(O)Xndtt VE Er~

Darstellungssätze vom Riesz'schen TYP

Representation o~ positive linear functionals
by measures

Let X be a locally compact space, p~C(X) be a convex cone such
that the space K(X) s=C(X) of functions with compact support is

contained in Cp(X) :? l.r E: C(X)l"3 PE:P : I~\ l=p} • By ~ theorem cf
Choquet every positive linear functional -r on P is represected
by a positive Radon measure ~ on X provided P is an adapted cone,'
i.e. "YP6P Jqe:P: ,,~., 0 :'jKSX compact such that p'= Eq on X'K.
This implies especially that 1: : P-') Ii", positive linear satisfies
the following co~di'tion : (.-) \J peP 'V€.) 0 'lqE:P JK:X compact
such tha t p ~ q on X, K and z:. q ~ [. '.'ie have the following:
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Proposition: Suppose 'Z: : P -"")~'" s'atisfies Cf;). Then c:: can be re

presented by a measure ~ •
. This proposition has applications to potential theory (existence
of balayaged measures). A connection of eondition (*) to the
adaptedness of P is given by the follo~ing

Proposition: Consider the statements: (1) P is adapted (2) Every
T :p-)iK+positive line~r satisfies (*) (3) The set

p~ := L~Pn6C(X)l (Pn)nf::p} is adapted. Then (1)=)(2)==X3)

A generalization cf the Riesz-Choguet-
representation theorem

Let X be an arbitrary set and F(X) be a cone'of upper boundeq
functions f: X-)Foa,oalcontaining the constantf? F(X) is called a

Dini~cone if for every decreasihg sequenqe (fn)n in F(X) we have:
sup inf 1'n(x) "= in! sup f n (x). A positive homogeneous and
XE: X 'OE.!N n~ x~X

additive functional ~:F(X)-)[-ooloo[is called astate if for all

f E- F(X) f;l(f) ~ sup f(x).
XEX

Theorem: ,For every state ~ there. is a probability measure ~ (de-

fined on the ~-algebra over X generated by F(X))'such
thattt(f)~ Ix!' d~ .'rIfE- F(X) if. and only if F(X) is a Dini-cone.
In case.that X is a· topological space and F(X) consists of con
tinuous funetions then ~ can be extended to a ~-algebra containing
all. compact sets. '.

'This theorem is proved via eontinuous decomposition properties
in the state space •. Choquet's theorem is a special ease of this
result sinee the restrietions to the extreme boundary of upper
semicontinuous functions on a compact convex set form a Dini
cone (maximum principle).

Measures with values in partial~y ordered
linear spaces

Let V be a monotone 5-complete partially ordered linear space.
A V-valued meas~re on a measurable space (Xt~) is a map m from
~ inta V+ sucht that: (i) \J E,F4: ß :m(E)+m(F) =m(EuF)+m(EnF)

(ii) if (En)n is an increasing sequence in~ , then m(~n) = '1m(En)

Theorem: Let X be a compact Hausdorff space and Cf:C(X)-)V a .
positive linear operator. Then there exists an unique

V-valued Bai~e measure m on X such that Cf(f)= Ix fdm Vi ~c(x).
Further if V is monotone completL then there exists an unique

Borel measure ~ such that ~ extends m.

Problem: Give a constructive proof of this theorem.
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Ir the analogue of the Hopf-KolmoGorov extension theorem holds
for V we say that V has the measure extension property.
Theorem: V has the measure extension property if and only if each

V-valued Baire measure on each compact space is regular.
Specialize by requiring V to be a lattice. By a result of ~~TTHIS

if V is weakly 6-distributive then V has the measure extension
property. The converse of this result follows from a result of
the speaker who proved that V is weakly b-distributive if and
only if each V-valued Baire measure on each compact Hausdorff
space is regular.

Vektorwertise Maße - Integration, Liapunov -. Eigenschaft

G. KNO\VLES On Liapunov vector measures

A vector measure on 'a ~-algebra Ot taking values in a' quasi
complete locally convex space X is called Liapunov iff the range
of i ts restrietions to O[F = tF&CtlE~F i is convex and weakly com
pact for every F~O(. It is called closed, irr theassociated
metric space cf equivalence classes is.complete. A necessary'and
sufficient condition ror a closed vector measure to be Liapunov
is: For every non-rn-null set E~OCthere exists a bounded measurable
functio~ f, non zero'on E, such that JE f dm = O.
From this theorem it can be shown that ror every vector measure
there ~s a Liapunov measure having the same (closed convex hull
of) range and that every vector measure can be decomposed into
a Liapunov part and another with the property tha~ integration
is essentially a 1-1 map from the bounded mesurable functionse into X.

P. MASANI Pettis integration in Hilbert space

Let H be a Hilbert space, not necessarily separable, and ~tN'" be
the ff-algebra generated by the elass of open balls in H. Let ~
be a 5-algebra over a set..n. A function f EI H..Q. is <Xl '6f1( measurable
iff Vx f: H, \fC. )-?C\ is ()( measurable .• For a posi tive measure lf
on (J2. l lX.) and 0 t. p~oo define L : = {fE- H.2: f is 0(, '«K measurable

1. p,~

and ua.,1 f\ P dl;l' oo} • Lp , is not a vec tor space in general for
any p, but it is ncomple~en in a slightly extended sense under·
the usual L norms.p

Let tvV~ be the ~-algebra generated by the base ~ of weak
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neighborhoods of H. Then ~.N'w= ;&'cN". Hence every fE L1 is
scalarly measurable, and in fact Pettis integrable.,r There
exists f&L1,~ such that range f is not ~-essentially separable.
HenceL1t~ is a proper extension of the Bochner class c,,~.

Functions f6 L1 \ l1 are encountered in the Levy inversion for
'tf ,u

H-valued c.s.o.s. measures over non~second countable 1.0.a. groups.

G.E.F. THOMAS: Vector integration

The purpose of this talk is to discuss a property of the Pettis
integral which is not shared by the Bochner integral.
Theorem: Let.X and Y be Banach spaces; X separable with X~ Y. e

Let f:~-"Y be a Pettis integrable function such that
'(i)f(t).X Vt, (ii) JA fd\J(!X VA~ß..Thenf:N.-"Xis

Pettis integrable.
Corollary: X separable, T:D

T
-) X a closed operator, f:i2 -). DT

a function which is integrable as X-valued function
such that JA f d~ E DT• Then Tf is integrable and f ATf dv = T!Afdt.T.

This theorem can be proved by using the theorem of Banach
Dieudonn~. It can be generalized to a Suslin locally convex space
by using a very intersting theorem of CHRISTENSEN : Let m:"P(lN)-t Gi

be an additive set function to an abelian topological group.
Assume m is a Borel map (identi.fYing'J>ClN)With~O,1l"') Then m 15

countably additive.

Funktionale auf Vektorverbänden

K. BICHTELER Function metries with dominated convergence
theorems

A countably subadditive function metric G on a Stone-lattice R
of elementary functions is called weak upper gauge' (WUG) if
G(f.. )-')0 for disjoint dominated sequences (Cf,,)tot in R. The domi
nated and monotone convergence theorems hold in the elosure
L1 (G) of R~. Measurability is defined via the Lusin property and
has all desired properties.
Applications: (1) All topologieal vector lattices L in which
disjoint sequences of positive elements converge to zero have
order continuous topoiogy and so have their topological comple
tions which are space L1(1)' ~ a hyperst?nean collection of
WUG's. One gets: representations of the dual L' if L is locally
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convex, order characterizations of ~ -completeness, weak sequen
"tial comp1eteness, reflexivity etc. (2) Integration of vector
measures.

A new proof of Pallu de 18 Barriere's
representation theorem ror normal states
o~ von Neumann aigebras

Let ~ be a commutative von Neumann algebra of operators on a
Hilbert space H ~nd Cf be anormal state on '(li... Then, by Pallu
de 1a Barriere's theorem, there exists a vector xcH such that

t.f(A) = (Ax,x) .rar all A.6ttt. This result can be easily derived
from the .rollowing Rado~-Nikodtm type theorem for normal ;functio
oals on Riesz spaces: Let L be a Dedekind complete Riesz space
and Cf, f a pair of posi tive normal linear functionals on L.
Then ~ is abso1utely continuous w.r.t. tf if and only if "there
exists an orthomorphism T on L (i.e. a positive linear trans
formation of L into L commuting with all projections of L) such
that '-V(f) <f(Tf) for all .f~L.

Normed spaces ror which the space cf all singular
bounded linear" functionals 15 an abstract L-space

If L is a normed vector lattice, L~ is the space of all bounded
linear functionals on ~and L~ the subspace o.f L~ consisting of
all sequentially order continuous elements in L~', .then L~ is
a band in the vector la~tice L·.The elements in the disjoint com
plement-L: of_L~ are called the singular bounded linear funct10
nals on L. For L an Orlicz space it was proved by T. ANno (1960)
that L~ is an ~space; this was generalized to some "boundary"
cases (discontinuous Orlicz function) by M.M. RAD (1968).
Definition: The normed vector lattice L 15 called a se~i-M space
if, for any positive u1 ,u2 in L of norm one and for any sequence
u1 " u2 ,,?/vn,&O in L we have 1im llvn\l ~1.

Theorem (E. DE JONGE): I.f L is serni-M, then L: is an L-space.
(1974) If L has the "principal projection pro-

perty", the converse also holds.
Since all Or1icz spaces are serni-M, this takes care of the eIder
results.
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Probleme in Verbindung mit Quantentheorie

L. GROSS: Logarithmic Sobolev inequa11ties

Inequalities of Sobolev type are proven in infinite dimensions.
Specifically, if "'" denotes Gauss measure on ~ , .m=1, 2, ••• , oa ,
then we proof fifl 2 In \f! d \> ~ j\grad fl 2 du + Ifll~ ·ln I\fq 2

Applications to quantum field theory are described.
(Reference: L. GROSS: Logarithmic Sobolev inequalities, to appear
~n Amer. J. of Math.)

vi. HACKENBROCH Vector measures and spectral theory

The aim of the talk was to show how vector measures are useful
in function space representation of orde~ed vector spaces both
to describe the size of the representi~ function system and to
give (spectral) integral repres~ntations. In the "commutat·ive tt

-case of (o-complete) vector lattices E there is a vector lattice
isomorphism E ~ L1(lf , ~) which generalizes Freuienthal' s spectral
theorem and also gives Kakutani's representation of AL-spaces.

In "non-commutative" situations arising in C*-algebra theory and

also in axiomatic quantum mechanics one has a vector space A of
bounded real functions on some set..n such that (1) every face·
F : = {te..Q: a(t). = 0 J (for some 0 ~ aGA) has a complernentary
face ~!:: -e.\F and (2) every F gives rise to a projection PF from

·A into A defined by PF8:: a on Fand PI' = 0 on F i for O~. eA

Then if A is pointwise monotone o-complete' wehave a spectral
theorem: . a = fA"(cl~>:for same spect~al measure 11" on ü< iff a is
measurable w.r.t. the ~ogic ?f all faces in an appropriate sense.

D.A. KAPPOS Measure theory on orthomodular lattices

The .concept cf an orthomodular ~-poset, i.e. an orthocomplemen
ted partially ordered set L with addition such that for every
sequence (~n)n'Of pairwise orthogonal ele~ents cf L ~an exists
and equals ~an. In ease that L is an orthomodular. lattice it
was shown that L is the union of a family cf maximal Boolean sub
lattices. With the help of this result, the concepts cf proba
bility measures, measurable functions, random variables, experi
ments and of observables can be defined.
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Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und Stochastische Prozesse

W.M. BOGDANO\'/ICZ: A oe\'/ approach to the theory of probabili ty
via algebraic categories

In this talk were presented statistical considerations leading
to the definition of the category EXP of expectation spaces and
the category ARRP of all representations of random processes.
Properties of morphisms of such categories were established and

some isomorphie categories were derived. This permits one" to de-
~ fine two functors: STAT and PHYS from the category ARRP into it

self which are idempotent. The .first functor does not distinguish
statistieally equivalent random processes and the second one does
not distinguish processes with the same set of trajectories.
Image cf ARRP by PHYS represents a eategory which,generated by
means cf Baire functions,is identifiable with the category of
all random processes~ Then the isomorphie categories of (1) Baire
probability spaces, (2) Baire measure spaees, (3) Kolmogorov's
distribution spaces, (4) Bochner's positive definite funct~ons,

are· derived giving abetter insight inta the class~cal theory cf
random processes.

v. GOODfl-1AN. Transition probabilities for a Banach space-,
valued Brownian motion

A mean zero Gaussian measure, ~, defined on the Borel algebra of
a real.separable Banach space, B, determines an independent in
crement stochastic process !W(t)), t~o, with transition proba
bi.lities given by p( t x + W(t)6 EJ) = r( tlE -:- x ) where .t ') 0,
x B, E Cf:.B. The process ix +. W(t)} is called B-valued Brownian
motion. A new process i8 obtained by truncating a sampIe path at
the point of first exit from a fixed open subset U of B. Trans
ition probabilities for thiä process are studied'tt~ough charac-'
terization of their Radon-Nikodym derivatives relative to the
Brownian motion.transition probabilities.·In addition, the re
sult ~hat the Yeh-Wiener process in two variables i5 a CCCü, 1) )
valued Brownian motion with r = classical Wiener measure is dis
cussed. It is conjectured that the Radon-Nikodym derivative cf
transi"t.ion probabilities for U = [x, sup x( s) ~ 1} is

o~s~1

1 - exp [- ~ • min Y(8) - 1 (x(s) - 1 )1
.'" o's~1 s· J
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A problem in equidistribution

Let fPn : n=1;2, ••• } be a sequence cf partitions of the unit

interval[0,1), where Pn = IO=x~ < x~~"'<X~n=1} n=1,2, •••

We say that ~n: n=1,2, ••• } is equidistributed on [0,1] if
1 ~ n 1rlim mn+1 ~ f(xk ) Jf(t) dt for any real valued

n~~ k~ 0

continuous function defined on [0,1].
Let O<oc.<1. Con~ider the sequence iPn (cx):n=1,2, ••• } of partitions
01' [0,1) defined, by induction, as f"ollows: (i) P1 (\lC,) = {0,1} _

(ii) Pn+1(~ is obtained from Pn(~ by decomposing all interval~

of Pn(~) which are of maximal length into two parts with the
ratio Q( : 1-~. It is shown that {p (C\): n=1, 2, ••• } thus obtained

_;, n
is equidistributed on LO,1,. The proof is based an a resul t in
ergodie theory obtained in a joint paper cf the speaker with
HAJIAN and lTO which appeared in the Advances in Math. in 1972.
(vol. 9, pp. 52-65; "S is ergodie" on page 63)

Z.R. FOP-STOJANOVIC •. Absolute continuity of measures generated
by Ito-McShane stochastic differential
eguations

The setting: Let (Jl,~,p) be a probability space and let
(~ ,te [0,11) be a family of 6'-subalgebras of rr t

such that Vs, tE-to,11: s~ t ==)~~t. Denote by (,2,~) a measurable
space of continuous functions X = (Xt :te[ü,11 ) with ~ the
o-a1gebra generated by lxs : s -= 1} (X are es measurable). Finally
let Z = (Zt' '5t:tEfO,11 ) be a Quasi:martingale with Z = 0.

r'*-' 0 - 1Definition: A continuous random process f = (I t' 5t:t~LO,1 .) _
is called of Ito-McShane type (w.r.t. z) if there ~

exi~ts a.~and~m process ~ = (~t' f!t: tE lP,11 ) such that

(i)ll(\t(w>l dtt.. c>o a.e.(P) and (ii) VtELo,1]: dft = Pt(w)dt +
+ dZt '" Jo = 0, where the last equation is Ito-McShane stochastic
differential equation.

Let CC"f ' tt~ be measures on (,2, ~) corresponding to J and Z. i. e.

VB~~ : f1<B) = P(te,.): J(,-,»e B} ), (t! (B) = P«(w :Z(w)e: B} ).
Then the following holds:
Theorem: Let } be of Ito-l'-lcShane type w.r.t.~Z.

If j ~~(w) dt < 00 a.e. (p) then ~J<..<. ~~
o
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Maße auf Mannigfaltigkeiten und uniformen Räumen

G. FICHERA Homolog: spaces of k-measures aod related
inegualities for differential ferms

Homology spaces of k-measures on a compact differentiable mani
fold V were defined. The related isomorphism theorems were shown
to be connected with some "a priorin inequalities for smoath
differential farms defined on V.
(Reference: G. FICHERAi Spazi lineari di k-misere e di forme
differenziali,·Proc. Int. Symp. on linear spaces, Jerusalem 1960,

pp. 175-226 (1961)

z. FROLIK: Measure theory on uniform spaces

In this talk the definitions of uniform and free uniform measures
on uniform spaces were given. Then topological properties of
the spaces of uniform and free uniform measures were derived
(e.g. compact sets coincide in the strang and the weak topology).
Further the problem of reducing the theory to "simple spaces"
was discussed. Finally problems and conjectures ware stated and
examples given.

Maßtheoretische Probleme in der Mathematischen Ökonomie:

D. SONDERMANN Measure theory aod economic eguilibrium
analysis

A large economy can \ie' described as an atomless distribution
on the space T cf agent's characteristics. Let E denote the
space of all atomless distributions on T and S the pri~e simplex.
Then equilibrium analysis is concerned with the study of the
Walras-correspondence W~rom the parameter space E into the
state space S which associates to each economy E the set W(E)
of price equilibria for this economy. Four aspects have been
studied, so far, in equilibrium analysis: (1) Existence
(i.e. W(E) ~~. bY,means of algebraic topology and measure theory
(2) Computation by means of combinatorics (;) Uniqueness
and (4) Continuity by means of g~obal analysis.
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Measure theoretical problems in equilibrium analysis:
(1) 1s there a "canonical n measure on T? (2) 1~1hat measures
on T give rise to a C1 demand ~unction? (3) What measures
on T give rise to an excess demand which is a gradient field
on S? (4) Will a "smooth tt distribution on T yield a "smooth"
excess demand ?

G. Mägerl ~Erlangen)

()
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